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Our Mission: 
To provide fire science to 

resource managers, land-

owners, and the public about 

the use application and 

effects of fire within 

the region 

Special points of interest: 

 Visit Oakfirescience.com  

 Find us on Facebook 

 Follow us on Twitter 
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Moving fire forward... 

FALL n’ FUEL 

In regions dominated by deciduous forests, the fall season is like a payday 

for ground fuels. The fuel bank account receives its annual allotment. 

Across the Central Hardwoods Forest region, the time since leaf fall is the 

dominant factor determining patterns in litter fuel loading; more so than 

any topographic or climatic factor. 

As leaves change colors and slowly senesce they are also air-dried on the 

tree. Some species air-dry longer than others before being deposited on 

the ground. Species like buckeye and walnut are deposited early while 

leaves of other species, oaks in particular, can be more persistent. In the 

air leaves may reach their most flammable status before becoming in con-

tact with the ground and exposed to higher humidity. 

Leaf input is generally concentrated over a 4-6 week period. The rate of 

input can be accelerated by freezing conditions and higher winds. Con-

versely, input maybe extended due to stable moisture and higher tempera-

tures. October and November are the primary fuel input months in the 

consortium region and leaves aren’t the only fuel whose input is in-

creased; leaf fall also corresponds with herbaceous and grass fuel curing, 

small twigfall, and seedfall, particularly for oaks and hickories. 

Once on the ground, litter fuel composition generally reflects the forest 

type and proximity to each source tree. Mixing likely occurs over small 

extents (< 1 acre). The initial litter fuelbed can be fluffy due to accentuat-

ed curling of species with highly lobed leaves and this condition can pro-

mote fire spread. Studies from oaks of the southeastern U.S. show leaves 

with lobed margins can produce higher fire intensities than those with 

entire margins. Post oak, a common species in the region, achieves some 

of the highest fire intensities, sustainabilities, and consumability for oaks 

(Kane et al. 2008). 

In forests, litter depths can be expected to increase by up to 3 to 4 cm 

following litterfall. However, leaf litter depths are generally poor indica-

tors of loading due to highly variable bulk densities. Litter fuel structure 

remains well  

Cont’d on Page 4. 
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Moving fire forward... 

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHT: 

Refining the Oak-Fire Hypothesis for Management of Oak-Dominated Forests  

of the Eastern United States 
Mary A. Arthur, Heather D. Alexander, Daniel C. Dey, Callie J. Schweitzer, and David L. Loftis 

Journal of Forestry; July/August 2012, pages 257-266. 

 

The oak-fire hypothesis has gained significant traction in scientific and land management communities throughout eastern US deciduous 

oak (Quercus) forests.  This hypothesis proposes that oak forests require periodic fire disturbances for their continuation.  Increased under-

standing of the important role historic and pre-historic fire has played in eastern US oak forests, as well as concerns about the structure and 

composition of today and tomorrow’s forest (read: oak regeneration), have led to fire being applied by today’s land managers for silvilcultur-

al and ecological restoration purposes.  In this article Mary Arthur and co-authors develop a framework for considering the ecological con-

text in which fire may be an effective land management tool.  The physiological and ecological basis for using prescribed fire in eastern US 

oak forests are discussed; limitations of prescribing fire toward sustaining oak dominance are revealed; and responses to fire at different 

stages in oak life history are examined. 

Disturbance events in the mid-late 19th and early 20th centuries such as European settler fire, grazing and logging, removal of voracious mast 

consumers (i.e., passenger pigeons), and loss of competitors (Castanea) allowed large amounts of oak advanced regeneration accumulating 

in forest understories to recruit into the forest canopy, thus originating the oak-hickory forest we have today across the eastern US.  With 

the widespread cessation of fire in the 1930s and 1940s, along with other shifts in forest disturbance regimes, the mid- and understories of 

today’s eastern US oak forests are increasingly dominated by shade-tolerant species such as red maple, sugar maple, and black gum.  The 

fallen leaves of these species, in chemistry and structure, are less flammable than oak leaves.  These dense mid- and understories block sig-

nificant amounts of light and reduce the fine fuels of grasses and forbs.  These changes in forest structure/composition complicate both the 

manner in which fire can be applied to these systems, and the results land managers might expect following prescribed fire treatments.   

Table 1 of this article should be considered mandatory reading for anyone considering using fire as a silvicultural tool in oak forests.  Four 

prominent stages in life history of oaks - from acorn production to canopy recruitment - are closely inspected for the potential of beneficial 

fire use.  In each stage, fire application considerations, as well as potentially more appropriate alternative methods are discussed.    

The incredible diversity in species and environmental conditions represented across eastern oak ecosystems requires that management deci-
sions be made with regional and perhaps community specific knowledge.  Considering the broad variations in climate, soils, topography, 
and competing species represented in eastern US oak ecosystems, a single prescription is not likely to be appropriate for all sites. In deter-
mining the appropriate timing and manner of prescribing fire, timely site and species specific information must be coupled with clear 
achievable prescription goals, and skillfully executed.  There is good news for land managers and researchers in coming generations, as 
many facets concerning fire and oak ecology are identified and laid out in this article.    

COMING THIS WINTER...   
An eXtension prescribed fire community of practice 
(www.extension.org)  
  
You will soon be able to access an online extension community focusing on all aspects of prescribed fire.  This will be an excellent resource 
for answers to questions about prescribed fire and a starting point to learn about prescribed fire use and ecology.  
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Moving fire forward... 

SPOTLIGHT  
In an effort to introduce you to new people and information from the region we plan to inter-
view fire practitioners and researchers about timely topics. In this issue we asked these ques-
tions of Jeremy Kolaks. 
 
In different areas of the Midwest, this and last summer were very dry. How has 

or will the drought affect your ability to use prescribed fire? JK:  Any growing season 

burns that were planned for July-Sept, 2012 were called off.  1000-hr fuel moistures were as low 

as 13% during the summer, below the 16% lower limit for 1000-hr fuel moisture.  Now that 1000

-hr fuel moistures have recovered we are back planning and conducting prescribed fires again. 

 

What is your biggest concern when deciding to use fire to manage oak wood-

lands and forests?  JK:  Smoke management; the Hoosier NF is largely a suburban forest and 

finding a place to put our smoke is often the biggest challenge. You don’t have to go far in any 

direction to find houses, highways, interstates, schools, hospitals, and other sensitive targets.  

 

In your opinion what is the greatest advantage to using prescribed fire when 

managing oak woodlands and forests?  JK:  Value; for a very reasonable cost per acre you 

get habitat, recreational, aesthetical, silvicultural, and other ecological benefits.  

Jeremy Kolaks is a Fuels 

Technician with the 

Hoosier National Forest. 

Originally from southern Missouri, 

he earned his bachelors and mas-

ters in science  in forestry from the 

University of Missouri.  His past 

job experience include: forest ecol-

ogist with the Missouri Department 

of Forestry, property manager/

forester with Indiana Department 

of Natural Resources, engine opera-

tor with the Hoosier National For-

est, and now fuels technician.  

BOBWHITE QUAIL—THE FIRE BIRD 
Contributed by Mike Black, Forestry Coordinator, National Bobwhite 
Conservation Initiative, www.bringbackbobwhites.org 
 
For many of us, we have vivid memories of quail hunting with family 

member’s years ago, or simply flushing and hearing the calls of wild Bob-

whites.  Few landowners or agencies actually managed the land for quail 

in recent decades and habitat conditions were a by-product of how 

cropland, rangeland and even forestlands were utilized.  Bobwhites were 

so common they were almost taken for granted. 

In very simple terms, Bobwhites need early successional habitat consisting 

of a mix of grasses, forbs and brush, areas of bare soil, plenty of sunlight 

to the ground and a frequent dose of fire.  For thousands of years the management of the land by Native Americans was friendly to quail 

over broad expanses of the historical range. Later these lands became settled and interspersed with the beginnings of modern agriculture –

and that form of management was excellent for quail.  Croplands were not as productive for grain, but better for wildlife.  Rangelands were 

wild and feral compared to today’s tame fescue pastures.   Even the forestlands were often open patchworks of savanna and woodland mosa-

ics, often burned and grazed by cattle and hogs.   

Cont’d on Page 4. 

NBCI Biologist  Ranking Index (BRI) of Bobwhite habitat in the U.S. 
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Moving fire forward... 

FALL n’ FUEL, Cont’d from pg. 1:  

BOBWHITE QUAIL—THE FIRE BIRD, Cont’d from pg. 3:  
The steady decline of Bobwhites – an estimated 80% over 40 years – can be traced to numerous land management practices which have 

changed the habitat for Bobwhites and other species on a landscape scale. 

Two major changes have occurred over the landscape for Bobwhite quail over the last several decades.  First, forests have greatly increased in 

acreage and volume – we have more land in forests and higher timber volumes than at any time in recent history.  We foresters are proud of 

that - but the forests have matured and the canopies have closed.   Much of the extensive savanna and woodland forests of the past are gone.  

They were a significant and often dominant part of the forested landscape, and as recently as 1950-1960 era photography they were still 

clearly visible.  

Secondly, fire suppression simultaneously became the policy on the land, and gone are the frequent and sometimes even landscape scale 

fires.  Dense forests and an almost total exclusion of fire have dealt a heavy blow for the Bobwhite.  As a forester, I understand the value of 

high volumes of timber as well as protection of property that good wildfire suppression provides.  These amenities are important and highly 

valued, but other values such as diverse wildlife habitat and the restoration of forgotten species and ecosystems are also increasingly im-

portant on public and private forest lands.  Natural resource professionals are aware of the value of prescribed fire for wildlife habitat devel-

opment, restoration and maintenance.  The National Bobwhite Conservation Initiative (NBCI) works with state and federal agencies, nu-

merous NGO’s, Joint Ventures, Prescribed Fire Councils and Fire Consortiums to encourage the use of prescribed fire where applicable to 

develop, enhance, and maintain early successional landscapes, including forests.  Bobwhite quail are just one species benefited - other early 

successional species of birds, mammals and plants and the entire ecosystems they represent all are enhanced with fire. 

For more information on the history, purpose, and efforts underway by the NBCI please visit www.bringbackbobwhites.org 
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aerated until rain, ice, and especially prolonged snow cover, compacts and seals the litter together. Leaf decomposition is primarily due to microbial activ-

ity. Though the winter season corresponds with decreased decomposition rates, soil respiration studies suggest decomposition can occur through the 

winter months even with snow cover. Snow cover may slightly enhance leaf litter decomposition by providing a thermal barrier from ambient tempera-

tures promoting the microbial activities responsible for decomposition. 

Differences in leaf species and chemical leaf composition affects litter decomposition and accumulation. In forests, the majority of leaf litter may be re-

plenished in a few years following a fire. Ten or more years may be required before a leaf litter loading equilibrium (decomposition = accumulation) is 

achieved. Elevated lignin contents of oaks allow them to persist longer than other species such as maples and elms. 

Chemical leaf composition is also an important component to understanding smoke emissions. Leaf smoke can have a different chemical signature than 

wood smoke. In addition, some studies show particulate matter of leaf smoke has higher concentrations of organic matter than wood smoke. 

For further reading see: 

Kane, J.M., Varner J.M. III., and J.K. Hiers. 2008. The burning characteristics of southeastern oaks: discriminating fire facilitators from fire impeders. 

Forest Ecology and Management, 256 (12): 2039-2045. 

Schmidl, C. et al. 2008. Chemical characterization of particle emissions from burning leaves. Atmospheric Environment 42:9070-9079. 

Hays, M.D., C.D. Geron, K.J. Linna, and N.D. Smith. 2002. Speciation of gas-phase and fine particle emissions from burning of foliar fuels. Environ-
mental Science and Technology 36:2281-2295. 

http://www.bringbackbobwhites.org/
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

See our calendar at oakfirescience.com for a full schedule of upcoming events. 

October 18 (2PM CDT):  Webinar:  Introduction to Interagency Fuels Treatment Decision Support System 
(IFTDSS),  
Details at:  https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/885322217 
November 2-4: Texas Society for Ecological Restoration, Annual Conference,  
Details at: http://txser.org/ 
November 13, 1pm (CST): Webinar:  Smoke Management in Kansas 
 Details at: http://www.oakfirescience.com/webinars/ 
December 3-7: 5th International Fire Ecology and Management Congress, Portland, OR  
Details at: afefirecongress.org 
January 29-31, 2013:  Tallgrass Prairie and Oak Savanna Regional Fire Conference 
Dubuque, IA, details at:  http://www.tposfirescience.org/conference 
January 30—February 1, 2013: Missouri Natural Resources Conference, Osage Beach, MO 
Details at: http://mnrc.org 
February 2-8, 2013: Society of Range Management Annual Mtg, Oklahoma City, OK  
Details at: http://www.rangelands.org/events/events_annualmeetings.shtml  
February 18-22, 2013: IAWF—4th Fire Behavior and Fuels Conference, Raleigh, NC  
Details at:  http://www.iawfonline.org/2013FuelsConference/index.php 
October 5-9, 2013:  The Wildlife Society 20th Annual Conference, Milwaukee, WI 
Details at:  http://wildlifesociety.org/ 
October 6-11, 2013:  5th World Conference on Ecological Restoration, Madison, WI 
Details at:  http://www.ser2013.org/ 
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Moving fire forward... 
Please contribute your event announcements. Send information to: oakfirescience@gmail.com  

   FIRE A FOCUS OF SOCIETY FOR RANGE MANAGEMENT 66th MEETING 
If you are looking to attend a meeting with a strong lineup of fire presentations then be aware of 

the program associated with the upcoming Society for Range Management meeting in Oklaho-

ma City, Feb 2-8, 2013. The plenary session features leading international fire researchers in-

cluding Stephen Pyne (Arizona State University), Tom Swetnam (University of Arizona), David 

Bowman (University of Tasmania), and Sam Fuhlendorf (Oklahoma State University). In addi-

tion, at least 4 different workshops / special sessions are featuring fire information: Great Plains 

Fire Science Exchange Bridging the Information Gap Between Land Management and Fire, Fire 

Ecology of Texas Oak Woodlands, Fire and Fuels Modeling: Emerging Applications for Range-

lands , Rangeland Technology & Equipment Workshop (RTEC) - Preparing for the Next Big 

Wildfire Season: Managing Fuels to Reduce Wildfire Risk in the Great Plains. For more infor-

mation see: http://www.rangelands.org/events/events_annualmeetings.shtml  

http://www.oakfirescience.com/calendar/
https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/885322217
http://txser.org/
http://www.oakfirescience.com/webinars/
http://afefirecongress.org/
http://www.tposfirescience.org/conference
http://www.rangelands.org/events/events_annualmeetings.shtml
http://www.iawfonline.org/2013FuelsConference/index.php
http://wildlifesociety.org/
http://www.ser2013.org/
http://www.rangelands.org/events/events_annualmeetings.shtml

